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Where is the bride? Where is she?

She disappeared. She is not even part of the story. As strange as it sounds to us, today, the bride is not the
main figure; she is not even there! In patriarchal societies, a woman is not important by herself, her value is in
relation to the man. In the story we heard in the Gospel this morning, the groom is the determining figure. The
parable of the Wise and Foolish Maidens, or Virgins, speak of the reality of young women who are
competitors in the marriage market.

The Greek word for "Virgins" - parthenoi - specify young women, twelve to twelve and a half years-old, who
are considered marriageable. Scholar Luise Schottroff says: "The word â�� parthenoi -designates their status
in a patriarchal society: they are available on the marriage market, which, as a rule, was regulated by the girls'
fathers and their potential husbands." As for the girls, it is their duty "to present themselves as good future
wives."

"Good future wives" are skilled women; they are also called wise. In our story, they show their wisdom or
their skills by the way they handle their lamp. But how wise can they be when they show no solidarity
towards the others?

Don't you just dislike them - those "wise" bridesmaids with their goodie two shoes grins, their pint chiffon
flouncing in the breeze and their utter superiority over those fools left outside? They had enough oil to last for
the delayed bridegroom, and of course the others didn't. The story doesn't ask what the "wise" bridesmaids did
in order to have lots of oil, nor what the "foolish" ones failed to do. The story doesn't clarify what "handling
their lamps well" means. Maybe the "wise" ones had more money, so buying more oil was no problem for
them, and the "foolish" ones were poorer trying to manage the party with limited means. The story does say
that the "foolish" had enough money to go buy more oil when the need arose. Maybe they took so long
because they had to round up the cash to do it?

More than one commentator remarks on the "wise" bridesmaids unchristian behavior. They don't share at all.
Where's the love and grace here? The parable contains no analysis of the situation. But the context helps us. In
a society were the sole future for a young woman was to find a suitable husband, it is understandable that
women would behave in a non-solidare manner and subject themselves "to the socially expected condition of
competition." And it becomes even worse when we get to the last scene of the parable; in the words of
Schottroff, "the final scene reveals the ugly face of a society that defines women in terms of their
accommodation, subjection and marriage" â�� some are in, others are out.

Having exposed the patriarchal structure of this parable, and the cruelty of a society that sets people for
competition and lack of solidarity, I ask, is this story about the privilege of those who get well prepared?
Those fewâ��smart, hard-working, favored, careful, well-organized people who get in? No. This story is
about being prepared. But what type of preparation is this?

In order to look for an answer I would like to bring back an element of this story: Oil.

Where does your mind drive you when I say the word oil? Is oil important for our lives nowadays? How
important?

Many people have been trying to figure out what the oil symbolizes in our text. Martin Luther thought it
represented faith. Many modern commentators think that it represents good works, or justice. I would like to
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go back to the bible and consider some of its uses.

The oil we are speaking about is olive oil. In ancient times, olive oil played a meaningful roll in the life of
people. It was used as butter in the kitchen and mixed with flour, prepared the bread. It was used to prepare
cosmetics, perfumes and to keep lamps burning. Oil was the main element in healing rituals. It was used in
different ways as part of sacrifices and adoration in the worship. It was given as an offering itself. It had an
important symbolic function in various ceremonies of consecration. Kings and priests were anointed with oil
symbolizing the blessing of God over them. Oil became a symbol of prosperity and blessing. Until today we
use oil to mark the forehead of a child when she is baptized.

In fact, olive oil was related with some fundamental values and needs of life. It was food, it gave light, it was
as precious as becoming that what one offers to God. Olive oil was related to the source of life and that that
keeps it, fulfills it and allows it "to keep burning".

Our text is not pointing to the privilege of those who get prepared to enter the Kingdom, but to how to get
prepared. What type of preparation is this? In order to answer this question I have to ask others: What keeps
the flame burning? How do we relate to the sources of our lives? Where do we find energy so we can live as
those who feel blessed? What keeps us "burning" and how do we help other's to "keep burning"?

Oil represents the power that leads us live as one who is blessed. It symbolizes the power that pushes us to
produce good deeds, justice, to live in communion and to struggle for peace.

In this Sunday when we celebrate Harvest Festival and are called to share who we are and what we have, we
need to ask ourselves, how are we relating with the sources of life within us and outside us? What nurtures us
and gives us enough energy to keep our flame burning?

In this Sunday when we were invited to bring a friend, how do we stand in solidarity with those who are close
to us? How do we share a relationship that is more than a good-neighbors relationship, but a friend type of
relationship; friend, one who bears with us in times of difficulties and joys and whom we bear with. Will we
make sure that our friends feel that we have enough oil to share so their lamps can keep burning as well as
ours?

The bridegroom is coming and we should not give up hope. He may be late but he is on the way, and we need
to do what we can to keep the lamps lit. Keep awake. Justice may be late, but it is coming. Healing may be
late, but it on its way! Understanding may be late, but it will arrive! The oil may be running out, but it will be
refilled!

The bridegroom is coming, but wait! He is not coming alone. The bride is coming together! There is neither
role nor gender discrimination. All is all in God and God is all in all. The gate is not locked. And there is
neither wise nor foolish bridegroom because they learned different values and developed different behavior.
We all dance together in the banquet to which everyone is invited. Keep awake. There will be dance the whole
night!
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